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Volume License.Q: Invertible type functions in OCaml I am trying to implement the injectivity of a partial function f such that for all x and y, if y is in the image of f, there is exactly one x such that f(x) = y. In other words, I would like to implement the following class: type t = Inj f. A function f is injective if for all x and y, if f(x) = f(y), then x =
y. I can think of two ways to do this: class Inj f => InjInv f. or let type f = Inj f in InjInv f. Is there a third way that is more convenient? A: My answer is inspired by this excellent answer by @a_horse_with_no_name. The idea is to use a constrained version of injectivity via a pattern. Then if I have an injective function, I can just derive the pattern

inside the definition of the function. For example, one way to define the class or type is class Inj (_f : 'a -> 'b) -> InjInv _f. and defining an injective function is straightforward: let rec injective _f = match _f with | Refl -> true | _ -> false Galois has a more complicated form of the same idea, and there's nothing worse than having to write more
code. In the case above, the only interesting point is that the function f has some additional information inside of it. However, when a function f is mentioned, it may be implicit that it has a specific type. This is called an existential variable in OCaml. Note that Inj is not only a function: it's also a type. But because the type is existential, we know

nothing about the types of its argument and result. So the idea is we use a pattern to plug in a possible type
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